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Internet is an important part in the daily life of people in many ways, allow the peo-

ple in any corner of the world to share all types of information. Image encryption is used 

to transmit sensitive multimedia information in unsecured networks to provide high de-

gree of confidentiality. In this paper, a new image encryption method is proposed based 

on novel implementation of pixel scan, utilizing the Knight‟s Travel Path, and true ran-

dom number. The Knight‟s travel path is a pattern in which the path of a Knight around a 

chess board is taken without revisiting any node. This travel path pattern is used to per-

mute the pixel positions of the original image to obtain the scrambled image. The scram-

bled image is further XORed with the random key numbers to get the cipher image. To 

change the pixel values of the scrambled image, true random numbers are generated from 

the amplitude values of a chosen noise audio file. Decryption is performed to confirm the 

reception of the sent image. The proposed method resists the statistical, differential, and 

entropy attacks significantly which have been demonstrated with various standard im-

ages. 

 

Keywords: Cryptography, Image encryption, scan pattern, true random number, statis-

tical and differential analysis 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years, several image encryption techniques have been proposed to secure 

the multimedia data from the attackers. Traditional cryptosystems like Data Encryption 

Standard (DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), and International Data Encryp-

tion Algorithm (IDEA) are the frequently used algorithms to encrypt text data. Due to 

large data size and real time constraints, the algorithms that are good for text data are not 

suitable to encrypt multimedia data. The amount of digital data like image, audio, and 

video transmitted over the Internet has increased rapidly. The security of such transmis-

sions become increasingly important in applications related to confidential transmission, 

video surveillance, military and medical fields [1].  

The major categories of image encryption methods are permutation of pixel posi-

tions [2 - 7], block permutation [8-10], and chaotic maps [11 - 16]. In the first category, 

Panduranga H.T et. al. [2] proposed an image encryption technique which employs the 

concept of carrier image and scan patterns generated by scan methodology. The novelty 

of the work lies in hybridization and carrier image creation from the alphanumeric key-

word. A.Mitra et. al. [3] presented an image encryption method using the combination of 

different permutation techniques. In this method, the correlation among the bits, pixels, 
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and blocks are decreased using permutation techniques. The random combination method 

is useful for tactical security applications where protection is needed only against a ca-

sual observer. G. Nagaraju et. al. [4] presented a technique for image encryption which 

employs the concept of secret-key images and scan patterns generated by scan metho-

dology. This resulted in a highly distorted encrypted image. S.S Maniccam and N.G. 

Bourbakis [5] investigated a new method for image and video encryption. The main cha-

racteristics of this method are image encryption, encryption of video, large key space and 

encrypting large blocks of data. Khaled Loukhaoukha et. al. [6] proposed an image en-

cryption algorithm based on Rubik‟s cube principle. The Rubik‟s cube principle, XOR 

operator and two secret keys are used to encrypt images, which has achieved good en-

cryption, perfect hiding ability and also resists exhaustive, statistical, and differential 

attacks.  Shao Liping et. al. [7] discussed a new scrambling algorithm based on random 

shuffling strategy and has a low cost to build a coordinate shifting path. It is used to 

scramble or to recover image in real time and resists the cropping attack. 

In the second category, Varsha Bhatt et. al. [8] discussed a naive, position permuta-

tion, value transformation, and substitution based image encryption technique. P.Vidhya 

Saraswathi et. al. [9] introduced an approach of multimedia content encryption scheme 

which uses a block of bits rather than bytes or pixels. This algorithm uses Binary Tree 

Traversal and can be used for secured multimedia data transmission through Internet. 

Mohammad Ali Bani Younes et. al. [10] introduced a block based transformation algo-

rithm based on the combination of image transformation and Blowfish algorithm. The 

result demonstrates that blocks of smaller sizes involve lower correlation and higher en-

tropy.  

In the third category, G.A.Sathishkumar et. al. [11] presented a symmetric key im-

age encryption scheme using multiple chaotic based circular mapping. The prominent 

features of the image encryption method are loss-less, good peak signal-to noise ratio 

(PSNR), less cross correlation, very large number of secret keys, and key-dependent pix-

el value replacement. G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [12] devised a pixel shuffling and base 64 

encoding based algorithm that involves iterative diffusion and permutation. This is suita-

ble for the real-time transmission of image and wireless communication applications. C. 

K. Huang et. al. [13] proposed a pixel shuffling method for image encryption based on 

multi chaotic system. The method reduced the exhaustive key search attack by disorder-

ing the distributive characteristics of RGB levels. C.K. Huang et. al. [14] adopted the 

chaotic system as the fundamental base and combined with row, column shuffling to ob-

tain highly secure encrypted images. Z. Lin et. al. [15] presented an image encryption 

algorithm based on chaos with the piecewise linear memristor in Chua′s circuit. Image 

scrambling and pixel replacement are two main operations in this encryption algorithm. 

Qian Mao et. al. [16] presented a chaotic based image encryption method by using sever-

al torus automorphisms. The method has large key space and resists brute-force and dif-

ferential attacks. 

Abdullah Sharaf Alghamdi et. al. [17] introduced a technique to encrypt and decrypt 

the Satellite images in order to securely transmit it during the war. The work is carried 

out by using the Henon and logistic maps. M. Zeghid et. al. [18] analyzed the Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm by adding a key stream generator to improve en-

cryption performance for images. Madhusudan Joshi et. al. [19] proposed a non-linear 

image encryption technique using natural logarithms in Fourier domain. The input image 
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is hidden inside a random mask using base changing rule of logarithms and is subse-

quently encrypted using a random phase masks in Fourier plane. 

Some of the encryption methods based on permutation have already been found to 

be insecure. Also, chaos based encryption algorithms require high computational cost 

and are limited by their small key space and security. In this paper, a novel image en-

cryption method using Knight‟s Travel Path based scan pattern and true random number 

is proposed.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly outlines the basic 

concepts used in the proposed method. Section 3 describes the proposed image encryp-

tion and decryption processes. Section 4 deals with the experimental results and analysis. 

Section 5 presents the discussion and conclusion of the proposed method. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 

After having described the related works and organization of the paper, to begin with 

an overview of certain topics is given in this section. This will serve as a background and 

introduction of the concepts which are used in the proposed method. 

 

2.1 SCAN Pattern 

 

Scan is a formal language-based two dimensional spatial accessing methodology 

which can represent and generate a large number of wide varieties of scanning paths [5]. 

The scan language uses four basic scan patterns such as continuous raster (C), continuous 

diagonal (D), continuous orthogonal (O), and spiral (S). The basic scan patterns are 

shown in Fig.1.  

 

 
   (a) Raster      (b) Diagonal     (c) Orthogonal    (d) Spiral  

Fig. 1. Basic Scan Patterns 

 

2.2 Role of Random Numbers in Cryptography 

 

Random numbers are useful for generating encryption keys, simulating and model-

ing complex phenomena and selecting random samples from larger data sets. Generation 

of random numbers consists of two main approaches like Pseudo-Random Number Ge-

nerators (PRNGs) and True Random Number Generators (TRNGs) [25]. Many digital 

computers are built with inputs that digitize some real world analog sources such as 

sound from microphone and audio. If the system has enough gain to detect anything, 

such input can provide reasonably high quality random bits. The PRNGs are determinis-

tic and periodic but TRNGs are non-deterministic and a-periodic. TRNGs are considered 
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as the most suitable candidate for cryptography [26].  

The true random number sequences can be generated from unpredictable natural 

processes. The major sources of true random number generators are radioactive decay, 

quantum effects in a semiconductor, unplugged microphone, air turbulence within a 

sealed disk drive, thermal noise, atmosphere noise or any phenomenon similar to white 

noise [29]. True random sources can be considered unconditionally un-guessable, even 

by an adversary with infinite computing resources, while pseudo-random sources are 

good only against computationally limited adversaries [26]. In this paper, true random 

numbers are generated from the amplitude values of a noise audio file. 

 

2.3 Knight’s Travel Path 

 

The chess piece which does not move in a straight line is the Knight and the legal 

move for a Knight is two spaces in one direction, then one in a perpendicular direction. 

Many paths exist for the Knight such that each cell is visited only once and should not be 

revisited [27]. The Knight‟s Travel Path is a journey in which each cell in the chessboard 

is visited only once and should not be revisited. If the Knight ends on a square, that is, 

one move of a Knight from beginning following the same path, the tour is closed, else it 

is open. A simple graph can be used to determine the travel path of a Knight. The legal 

movements of a Knight on the chessboard are shown in Fig.2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Possible Move of a Knight on a Chessboard 

 

2.4 Proposed Pixel Position Permutation 
 

The Knight‟s Travel path represents a sequence of moves of the Knight on a chess-

board such that every square is visited exactly once. The Knight‟s Travel path is adopted 

to scan the pixels of an image in the appropriate pattern to permute the pixels position. 

To demonstrate the pixel position permutation by Knight‟s Travel path, let us consider a 

possible initial condition that the Knight is at (3, 2) on the standard 8x8 chessboard as 

shown in Fig. 3. Based on the Knight‟s Travel path, the generated scan pattern 

represented as the coordinates of 8x8 matrix is given in Fig. 4(a). 

The input image taken for encryption is represented as 8x8 image matrix as shown in 

Fig. 4(b). The generated scan pattern is used to permute pixels of the original image 

which resulted in scrambled image, represented as an 8x8 image matrix shown in Fig. 

4(c). From the result it is observed that the given input image is highly scrambled with a 

high degree of randomness. Here, the scan pattern varies with the initial positions of the 

Knight. In the case of an 8x8 open tour of the Knight, as per the Dowsons (1922) com-

putation the possible Knight‟s Travel paths are approximately 1.22 x 10
47

. Thus, the 
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Knight‟s Travel path based scan technique has sufficient key space to resist the exhaus-

tive key search attack.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Knight‟s Travel Path Corresponding to the Starting Coordinate (3, 2) 

 

 
(a) Scan Path        (b) Input Image Matrix   (c) Output Image Matrix 

Fig. 4. Pixel Position Permutation based on Knight‟s Travel Path 

3. THE PROPOSED IMAGE ENCRYPTION METHOD 

In the previous section, the proposed scan pattern based on the principle of Knight‟s 

Travel path is illustrated. The proposed encryption method is implemented by the fol-

lowing sequence of operations. The coordinates for pixel permutation of the original im-

age are selected based on the Knight‟s travel path with a given initial position of the 

Knight. In the next step, the pixels of the original image are reordered using the coordi-

nates obtained from the previous step, to create confusion, the reordered pixels are 

XORed with true random numbers generated using a selected noise audio signal for the 

completion of encryption process. The block diagram of the proposed encryption method 

is shown in Fig. 5. 

Initially, the original image is taken as input and divided into N x N pixels, where N 

is the order of the chosen chessboard. To illustrate the proposed procedure, chessboards 

of standard 8 x 8, along with 16 x 16 and 32 x 32 are considered. The pixels of each 

block are permuted based on the scan pattern to produce the scrambled image. The true 

random numbers have been generated by using a noise audio file. The generated random 

number is XORed with the scrambled image to obtain the cipher image. For decryption, 
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first, the cipher image is XORed with the true random numbers to recover the scrambled 

version of the image. Next, inverse permutation is performed to obtain the original im-

age.  

 

 
Fig. 5. The Proposed Image Encryption Method 

 

3.1 True Random Number Generation 

 

In the proposed method, true random numbers are used to change the pixel values of 

the scrambled image. The unique samples of a chosen audio signal are used to generate a 

stream of random numbers. The amplitude values of the samples are represented as real 

numbers in conventional decimal number system. The random numbers are produced by 

using the binary equivalent of the fractional part of the sample values. Among the stream 

of binary values obtained above the most significant 16 bits are divided into two halves 

of 8 bit stream. These two 8-bit streams are XORed to form a random number from a 

sampled amplitude value. 

 

 The random number generation process described above is illustrated by assum-

ing a sampled amplitude value (normalized) as 0.3456. The bit stream equivalent to 

the fractional part of the sample value is 10111100 10011110 00011010 …..  

  

 The most significant 16 bits are 10111100  10011110. The first half 8 bits are                       

(T15-8) = (10111100)2, and the second half 8 bits are (T7-0) = (10011110)2. The gen-

erated random number (R) = T15-8 XOR T7-0 = (00100010)2. This random number is 

used to change one pixel element of the scrambled image. Similarly, all the pixel values 

of the scrambled image are changed by using the random numbers produced by each of 

the remaining sampled amplitude values of the audio signal. 
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3.2 Algorithm for True Random Number Generation 

 

The sampled amplitude values of a chosen noise audio signal are used as source to 

generate a range of random numbers. In the proposed method, true random number gen-

eration algorithm involves the following sequence of steps. 

 

Step 1: Load the audio file mentioned by key, k2. 

Step 2: Let keyStream[r][c] be an array to store the generated random numbers. 

Step 3: Fetch the amplitude values from the audio signal.  

Step 4: Remove the repeated and null amplitude values. 

Step 5: Convert the fractional part of the amplitude value into binary stream. 

Step 6: Use the 16 MSB bits of the binary stream to construct a random number. 

T15-8  first half 8 bits, T7-0  second half 8 bits and R  T15-8 XOR T7-0 

Step 7: Store the random number in the array keyStream. 

Step 8: Repeat steps 5 to 7 until generating sufficient random numbers. 

Step 9: Return the array keyStream. 

 

The above sequence of steps generates an array of random numbers of size equal to 

the original image size. The amplitude value of noise audio signal is repeated when the 

chosen audio file is short. The generated random numbers are used to confuse pixel val-

ues of the scrambled image.  
 

3.3 Encryption Algorithm 

 

In this section, the proposed image encryption algorithm is described for the encryp-

tion of images. In this algorithm, the following are the sequence of steps used to encrypt 

the images.  
 

Input: Original image (I), scan pattern (k1) and audio file (k2) 

Output: Cipher image 

 

The sequences of steps are: 

 

Step 1: Let I[r][c] be the image to be encrypted with „r‟ rows and „c‟ columns. 

Step 2: Input the chessboard size (N) and divide the image of sizes NxN pixels. 

Step 3: Get the starting co-ordinate of the Knight, generate the Knight‟s Travel paths and 

choose a travel path as scan pattern (k1). 

Step 4: Perform pixel permutation on each block using the key k1 to scramble the image. 

Step 5: Input the name of the audio file in key, k2.  

Step 6: Generate random key stream from the amplitude value of the audio signal by 

calling the procedure given in section 3.2. 

Step 7: Generate the cipher image by XORing the scrambled image obtained in step (4) 

with the random key stream obtained in step (6). 

Step 8: Store the cipher image. 
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3.4 Decryption Algorithm 

 

In this section, the decryption algorithm of proposed image encryption method is de-

scribed to recover the original image from its encrypted version. The following are the 

sequence of steps used to decrypted images.  

 

Input: Cipher image (C), scan pattern (k1) and audio file (k2) 

Output: Decrypted image 

 

The sequences of steps are: 

 

Step 1: Let C[r][c] be the cipher image with „r‟ rows and „c‟ columns. 

Step 2: Input the name of the audio file (k2). 

Step 3: Generate random key stream from the amplitude value of the audio signal by 

calling the procedure given in section 3.2. 

Step 4: Perform bitwise XOR operation between the cipher image and random key 

stream to get the scrambled version. 

Step 5: Chose the scan pattern (k1) corresponding to the starting coordinate. 

Step 6: Input the chessboard size (N) and divide the image of sizes NxN pixels. 

Step 7: Perform inverse pixel permutation on each block to obtain the original image. 

Step 8: Store the original image. 

 

3.5 Key Generation and Distribution 

 

The scan patterns are generated at senders end and are available as a database with a 

unique identification code. The database is shared only once between the sender and re-

ceiver. Further communications are carried by using the unique identification code of the 

scan patterns. The identification code of scan pattern is represented like key_32 to men-

tion the scan pattern corresponding to the Knight‟s starting coordinate (3, 2). When more 

number of scan patterns are used for the same staring coordinate of the Knight then the 

notation like key_32_1 is adopted to mention the first scan pattern corresponding to the 

starting coordinate (3, 2). 

There are two ways to synchronize the true random number generation process. In 

case one, true random number sequences are generated at senders end and available as a 

database with a unique identification code. For communication purpose, the database is 

shared only once between the sender and receiver and subsequent communications are 

carried out with the help of unique identification code corresponding to the true random 

number stream. 

In case two, the noise audio signal used for generating true random number is sent to 

the receiver only one time. The receiver should apply the same random number generator 

algorithm on the received noise audio file to generate the random numbers. For subse-

quent communications, the name of the audio file alone is sufficient, because the receiver 

is already having the database of all the received noise audio files. This method is 

adopted to experiment the proposed method. Sharing of the noise audio ensures more 

secure transmission, because the purpose of sharing of the noise audio file is highly un-

predictable by attackers. Also, the communicating persons will have a pool of noise au-
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dio files over a period of time and can choose any file randomly to generate random 

numbers. To facilitate secure communication, the encryption keys can be changed pe-

riodically or when any breach or suspicion in security is found. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

In this section, the experimental result is presented and analysis is carried out to as-

sess the effectiveness of the proposed image encryption method. The analysis includes 

construction of histogram, determination of correlation, and computation of performance 

measures like NPCR, UACI, and entropy. The proposed method is tested with standard 

test images and the results are presented for Lena, Baboon, and Cameraman images of 

size 256 x 256 pixels with chessboard size (N) 8, 16, and 32. 

The implementation is carried out using Matlab R2010a with Intel(R) Core (TM) 

2 Duo Processor, 2GB RAM, 160GB HDD, clock speed of 2.80GHz, and Windows 

7(32-bit) Operating System. The required random numbers are generated with two 

noise audio files namely bark.wav (Audio1) and hero.wav (Audio2) and the results 

are presented for single iteration. The true random numbers (random key stream) 

generated from the noise audio files are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) respec-

tively and the original input Lena image is shown in Fig. 6(c). 

The randomness test such as frequency test and runs test are conducted to access the 

randomness of the generated true random number stream. The probability value (P-value) 

obtained in the frequency test is 0.9626 and 0.8117 and runs test is 0.7729 and 0.1872. 

The obtained P-values are acceptable and the generated random number streams are ran-

domness. 
 

      
(a)                      (b)            (c) 

Fig. 6. Random Key Stream Generated from (a) bark.wav (b) hero.wav, (c) Original Lena Image 

 

The pixel position permutation is performed for the randomly chosen initial po-

sitions of the Knight at (3,2), (12,7) and (20,5) with chessboard/block order of 8x8, 

16x16 and 32x32 respectively. The results of pixel permutation based on the pro-

posed scan pattern for the specified initial positions and the block sizes are shown in 

Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c).  
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(a)               (b)               (c) 

Fig. 7. Pixel Permuted Images (a) N = 8 (b) N = 16 (c) N = 32 

 

The pixel position permuted image is XORed with the random key stream to get 

the cipher image. The resultant cipher images for the chosen block sizes are shown 

in Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c). 

 

     
 (a)                         (b)                       (c) 

Fig. 8. Cipher Images (a) N = 8 (b) N = 16 (c) N = 32  

 

As the order of chessboard increases better pixel position permutation is obtained. 

It is observed that the encrypted image is highly distorted and confirms the effec-

tiveness of the encryption process. The decryption process is carried out and the de-

crypted Lena image is shown in Fig. 9. The correlation between the original Lena 

image and decrypted Lena image is close to one, which confirms the correctness of 

the algorithm. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Decrypted Lena Image (N = 8) 
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4.1 Histogram Analysis 

 

The histogram of an image is a graphical representation of the number of pixels as a 

function of their intensity values. Image histogram is an important technique for inspect-

ing images and the histogram of the cipher image must be flat. The histogram of the 

original Lena image is shown in Fig. 10(a) and the encrypted Lena image is shown in Fig. 

10(b) for N = 8. 

 

 
(a)              (b) 

Fig. 10. Histogram of (a) Original Lena Image, (b) Encrypted Lena Image (N=8) 

 

The histogram of encrypted image is flat and the gray scale values are uniformly dis-

tributed in the encrypted image. The histogram analysis is also performed with different 

noise audio files and very similar results are observed for the Lena, Cameraman and Ba-

boon images with N=8, 16 and 32. 

 

4.2 Adjacent Pixel Correlation and Cross Correlation Analysis 

 

Correlation is a measure that computes the degree of similarity between two images. 

Here, the two images are considered the original and encrypted images. The cross corre-

lation is a measure of the relationship between the original and cipher images and the 

auto correlation is a measure of the relationship between two adjacent pixels of the image. 

The correlation coefficient can be mathematically calculated by using the equation (1).  

 

𝛄𝐱𝐲 =
𝐂𝐨𝐯(𝐱,𝐲)

 𝐃(𝐱) 𝐃(𝐲)
 ,                             (1) 

 

Where, 𝛾𝑥𝑦  is the correlation coefficient and Cov(x, y) is the covariance of x and y and 

is represented as, 

 

𝐂𝐨𝐯(𝐱, 𝐲) =  
𝟏

𝑵
  𝐱𝐢 − 𝑬 𝒙  (𝐲𝐢 − 𝑬 𝒚 )𝑵

𝒊=𝟏              (2) 
 

𝐄 𝐱 =
𝟏

𝐍
 𝐱𝐢

𝐍
𝐢=𝟏                  (3) 

 

𝐃 𝐱 =
 𝟏

𝐍
 (𝐱𝐢 − 𝐄 𝐱 )𝐍

𝐢=𝟏 ²                 (4) 
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Where, E(x) and D(x) are the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding gray 

scale values and N is the number of pixel pairs. The correlation between adjacent pixels 

of the original and cipher images in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions are 

tabulated in Table 1. For effective encryption, the correlation coefficient should be close 

to zero, which can be observed from the result shown in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Adjacent Pixel Correlation Value - Proposed Method 

 

Hori. – Horizontal, Vert. – Vertical, Diag. – Diagonal 

 

The adjacent pixel correlation value of existing methods available in literature are given 

in Table 2 and it is observed that the obtained correlation values of the proposed method 

is better than the methods in [2, 10, 11, 13, 18] and comparable to the existing methods 

in [6, 12, 16]. 
 

Table 2. Adjacent Pixel Correlation - Existing Methods 
 

Existing Methods 
Direction 

Horizontal Vertical Diagonal 

H.T Panduranga et. al. [2] 0.0263 0.0163 0.0114 

Khaled Loukhaoukha et. al. [6] 0.0068 0.0091 0.0063 

Mohammad Ali Bani Younes et. al. [10] Case1 0.034 0.038 0.0245 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [11] -0.0332 0.0608 0.0567 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [12] (10 runs) -0.002818 0.006232 0.005763 

C.K Huang et. al. [13] 0.01776 0.04912 0.00348 

Qian Mao et. al. [16] (2D) -0.0039 -0.0042 -0.0014 

M.Zeghid et. al. [18]  0.036 0.035 Not reported 

 

Chessboard 

Size (N) 
Image 

Bark.wav (A1) Hero.wav (A2) 

Hori. Vert. Diag. Hori. Vert. Diag. 

N=8 

Cameraman Original 0.9875 0.9949 0.9845 0.9875 0.9949 0.9845 

Cameraman En-

crypted 

0.0090 0.0138 0.0103 0.0022 0.0055 0.0107 

Lena Original 0.9846 0.9756 0.9690 0.9846 0.9756 0.9690 

Lena Encrypted 0.0105 0.0109 0.0069 0.0082 0.0110 0.0008 

Baboon Original 0.8265 0.8022 0.7340 0.8265 0.8022 0.7340 

Baboon Encrypted 0.0194 0.0025 0.0048 0.0019 0.0097 0.0023 

N=16 

Cameraman En-

crypted 

0.0047 0.0094 0.0118 0.0041 0.0021 0.0077 

Lena Encrypted 0.0073 0.0064 0.0088 0.0018 0.0172 0.0029 

Baboon Encrypted 0.0059 0.0140 0.0049 0.0158 0.0200 0.0013 

N=32 

Cameraman En-

crypted 

0.0069 0.0097 0.0117 0.0019 0.0069 0.0133 

Lena Encrypted 0.0006 0.0081 0.0012 0.0054 0.0144 0.0089 

Baboon Encrypted 0.0057 0.0026 0.0017 0.0171 0.0181 0.0149 
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The relationship between adjacent pixels of the original and encrypted Lena images is 

graphically shown in Fig.11. The Fig. 11(a), Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c) represents the rela-

tionship between adjacent pixels of the original Lena image and Fig. 11(d), Fig. 11(e), 

and Fig. 11(f) represents the relationship between the adjacent pixels of the encrypted 

Lena image in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions respectively. The result con-

firms that the proposed method satisfies the confusion property. 

 

  
(a) Horizontal direction - original image   (b) Vertical direction - original image 

   
(c) Diagonal direction - original image   (d) Horizontal direction – encrypted image 

  
(e) Vertical direction – encrypted image   (f) Diagonal direction – encrypted image 

Fig. 11. Relationship between Adjacent Pixels of Lena Image 
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The measured correlation between the original and encrypted images is presented in 
Table 3 for the proposed method and for the existing methods given in Table 4.   

 

Table 3. Cross Correlation Value – Proposed Method 
 

Chessboard 

Size (N) 
Image Bark.wav (A1) Hero.wav (A2) 

N=8 

Cameraman 0.0066 0.0023 

Lena -0.0057 0.0018 

Baboon  0.0070 0.0076 

N=16 

Cameraman 0.0140 0.0032 

Lena -0.0014 -0.0002526 

Baboon 0.0041 0.0043 

N=32 

Cameraman 0.0049 0.0079 

Lena 0.0039 -0.00003465 

Baboon 0.0055 -0.0010 

 
Table 4. Cross Correlation Value - Existing Methods 

 

Existing Methods 
Image 

Lena Cameraman 

H.T Panduranga et. al. [2]  -0.0073 0.0116 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [11] / A-I -0.0535 Not reported 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [11] / A-I & A-II 0.0074 Not reported 

 

From the tabulated values of measured correlation, it is found that the proposed me-

thod attains better result compared to the methods in [2, 11]. 

 
4.3 Visual Testing  

 

The Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and Unified Average Changing Inten-

sity (UACI) are two measures used to quantify the visual difference between two images. 

The NPCR measure indicates the percentage of different pixels between two images and 

the UACI measures the average intensity of differences in pixels between two images. 
 

4.3.1 Number of Pixel Change Rate (NPCR)  

 

The NPCR is defined as variance rate of pixels between the original and cipher im-

ages. The result is optimal when the calculated NPCR value is around 99.5% [21]. For 

the original image IORI(i,j) and the encrypted image IENC(i,j), the NPCR value can be de-

termined using the mathematical expression given in equation (5) [20]. 

 

NPCR =  
 𝑫(𝒊,𝒋)𝒊,𝒋

𝑾∗𝑯
 * 100%                                      (5) 

 

Where, W and H are the width and height of images. If IORI(i,j) is equal to IENC(i,j), 

then D(i,j)=0, otherwise D(i,j)=1. The result obtained by the proposed method is given in 

Table 5, and the values reported in related existing methods are given in Table 6.  
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Table 5. NPCR Value of Proposed Method 
 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Table 6. NPCR Value of Existing Methods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

It is found that the NPCR value obtained by the proposed method is greater than 

99.5% and acceptable. Also the result obtained is better than those methods in [11, 13, 14] 

and comparable with the methods in [6, 9, 12]. 

 

4.3.2 Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI) 

 

The UACI determines the average intensity differences between two images. The 

NPCR concentrates on the absolute number of pixels which changes value in differential 

attacks whereas the UACI focuses on the average difference between two images. The 

UACI value is optimal when it is around 33% [21]. The mathematical expression for 

calculating the UACI value is given in equation (6) [20]. 
 

UACI =  
𝟏

𝑾∗𝑯
 [  

𝑪𝟏 𝒊,𝒋 −𝑪𝟐(𝒊,𝒋)

𝟐𝟓𝟓𝒊,𝒋 ] * 100%                                (6) 

 

Where, C1(i, j) and C2(i, j) are the two images, W and H are the width and height of 

the images. The UACI value obtained by the proposed method is given in Table 7 and for 

few of the related existing methods is given in Table 8.  
 

 

 

 

Chessboard 

Size (N) 
Image  

NPCR Value (in %) 

A1 A2 

N=8 

Cameraman 99.6262 99.6185 

Lena 99.6002 99.5911 

Baboon 99.6094 99.6475 

N=16 

Cameraman 99.6292 99.5712 

Lena 99.5972 99.6475 

Baboon 99.6155 99.6063 

N=32 

Cameraman 99.5880 99.5636 

Lena 99.5895 99.6323 

Baboon  99.6323 99.5926 

Existing Methods NPCR Value (%) 

Khaled Loukhaoukha et. al. [6] 99.5850 

P. Vidhya Saraswathi et. al. [9] 99.8500 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [11] 98.4754 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [12] 99.6216 

C. K. Huang et. al. [13]  > 99.42 

C. K. Huang et. al. [14] 99.5400 
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Table 7. UACI Value between Original and Cipher Images 

 

Chessboard 

Size (N) 
Image 

UACI Value (in %) 

A1 A2 

N=8 

Cameraman 30.9908 31.1905 

Lena 28.6133 28.5491 

Baboon  27.7299 27.8298 

N=16 

Cameraman 30.8549 31.2250 

Lena 28.5854 28.6160 

Baboon 27.7952 27.9061 

N=32 

Cameraman 30.9830 31.1216 

Lena 28.4630 28.5758 

Baboon 27.8191 27.9631 

     
Table 8. UACI Value of Existing Methods 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The UACI value obtained by the proposed method is greater than 27.8% and is ac-

ceptable. It is found that the proposed method provides better UACI values compared to 

the method in [13]. Also the result obtained is comparable with those methods in [6, 14] 

and slightly lower than those methods in [9, 11]. The UACI value between pair of cipher 

image generated for the same original image with change in encryption key is given in 

Table 9.  
 

Table 9. UACI Value between Cipher Images 

 

Cipher Image 
UACI Value (in %) 

N = 8 N = 16 N = 32 

C1 Vs C2 33.4666 33.3501 33.4212 

C3 Vs C4 33.4446 33.4737 33.5083 

C5 Vs C6 33.2558 33.3443 33.4017 

 

Where, C1 and C2 are the encrypted Lena images using noise audio files hero.wav 

(A1) and bark.wav (A2) as key k2; C3 and C4 are the encrypted Cameraman images using 

audio file A1 and A2 as key k2 and C5 and C6 are the encrypted Baboon images using A1 

and A2 as key k2 respectively. The obtained result is better that obtained by the method 

proposed by G.A Sathiskumar et. al. [12].  
 

 

 

Existing Methods UACI Value (in %) 

Khaled Loukhaoukha et. al. [6] 28.6210 

P. Vidhya Saraswathi et. al. [9]  33.5800 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [11] 32.2128 

C. K. Huang et. al. [13]  > 24.94 

C. K. Huang et. al. [14] 28.2700 
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4.4 Entropy Analysis 

 

For gray-scale images of 256 levels, the entropy is theoretically equal to 8 Sh (or 

bits). Ideally, an image encryption algorithm should produce an encrypted image having 

equiprobable gray levels [28]. If the entropy values of the encrypted images are close to   

8 Sh, then the encryption algorithm is highly robust against entropy attacks. The entropy 

is computed by using the equation (7).  

 

𝑯 𝒎 =   𝒑 𝒎𝒊 𝒍𝒐𝒈 (𝟏 𝒑(𝒎𝒊) 𝒎−𝟏
𝒊=𝟎 )             (7) 

 

Where, m is the total number of symbols miƐm; p(mi) represents the probability of 

occurrence of symbol mi and log denotes the base 2 logarithm.  

 

The measured entropy value is given in the Table 10 for the original and encrypted 

images. The obtained entropy value of the encrypted image is close to 8 Sh and is ac-

ceptable. The entropy value is high for the chessboard sizes 16x16 and 32x32 than 8x8. 

The entropy value obtained by few existing related image encryption methods is given in 

Table 11. It is observed that the result obtained by the proposed method is better than 

those existing methods in [12, 18] and comparable to those methods in [6, 11, 15]. 

 
Table 10. Entropy Value of Proposed Method 

 

Images 
Original Image 

(Sh) 

Cipher Image (Sh) 

A1 A2 

N = 8 N = 16 N = 32 N = 8 N = 16 N = 32 

Lena  7.4578 7.9563 7.9571 7.9585 7.9551 7.9558 7.9593 

Cameraman 7.1072 7.9580 7.9552 7.9555 7.9556 7.9563 7.9570 

Baboon 7.3902 7.9612 7.9600 7.9577 7.9551 7.9545 7.9587 

 

Table 11. Entropy Value of Existing Methods 
 

Existing Methods Original Image (Sh) Encrypted Image (Sh) 

Khaled Loukhaoukha et. al. [6] 7.4318 7.9968 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [11] Not reported  7.9634 

G.A Sathishkumar et. al. [12] 6.7401 7.8101 

Z. Lin et. al. [15]  Not reported  7.9890 

M. Zeghid et. al. [18] 4.604 7.9100 

 

4.5 Execution Time 

 

The execution time for the encryption process is an important measure while consi-

dering real time implementation; the execution time of proposed method is calculated 

and compared with related existing methods. Table 12 gives the comparison of the ex-

ecution time for the proposed method and existing methods.  
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Table 12. Comparison of Execution Time 

 

Encryption  

Methods 

Encryption  

Time (s) 

Image 

Size 
System Configuration 

Proposed Method 0.05261s 256 x 256 

Matlab R2010a, PC with 

P-IV, 2.50 GHz, 2 GB 

RAM, 160 GB hard disk. 

Khaled Loukhaoukha et. al. [6] 0.12 s 256 x 256 

Matlab, PC with AMD 

Athlon, 2.70 GHz, 1 GB 

RAM, 160 GB hard disk. 

Haojiang Gao et. al. [22]  0.50 s 256 x 256 

PC with P-IV, 1.5 GHz, 

512 MB RAM, 40 GB 

hard disk. 

Xiaomin et. al. [23] /A-I 0.56 s 
256 x 256 

Matlab, PC with P-IV, 2.6 

GHz. Xiaomin et. al. [23] /A-II 1.01 s 

G.Chen et. al. [24] 0.40 s 256x256 

PC with Pentium IV,           

1 GHz, 256 MB memory 

and 40 GB hard disk. 

 

From the tabulated values, it is observed that the execution time of proposed method 

is less when compared with those methods suggested in [6, 22, 23, 24]. 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an image encryption method using Knight‟s travel path and true random 

number stream generated using noise audio file has been proposed. It has been tested and 

the obtained results are presented with the Lena, Baboon, and Cameraman images of size 

256 x 256 pixels and two noise audio files. The effectiveness of proposed method is va-

lidated by statistical analysis, visual testing, entropy analysis, and execution time, which 

have been presented in the previous section.  
 

It is found that the correlation between adjacent pixels of the encrypted image is very 

close to zero. The computed NPCR value is acceptable and is greater than 99.5%. The 

UACI value between the original image and cipher image is greater than 27.8% and 

closely matching with the existing methods. The UACI value between cipher images is 

greater than 33% for the proposed method. The obtained entropy value of the encrypted 

image is approximately matches with the standard value 8 Sh. High pixel scrambling can 

be achieved by considering higher dimension chessboard and white noise audio signals. 

The proposed method minimizes the possibility of statistical, differential and entropy 

attacks. The proposed method is suitable for real time data transmission due to fast en-

cryption/decryption. The decryption process is performed to confirm the reception of the 

original image.  
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